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744 THE ECONOMIC JOURNAL 
forces have constantly been arising, all of them tending to increase 
production and to lessen profits. In the weaving industry also, new 
machinery has always an advantage. It can be driven more rapidly 
than old, and can produce better work. 
A general observation may here be made applying equally to 
spinning and weaving mills. The downward tendency of prices 
in this country, as well as the operation of stimulated invention, 
has for some years past been lessening the cost of building and 
plant. Instances have been known of new mills being built or 
equipped for no other reason than that they could be ' put down ' at 
so much less per spindle or per loom than surrounding mills. A like 
reason has often been the motive for extension of old establishments 
as a method of reducing the general cost of manufacture. Thus the 
cause of bad trade-falling prices- has, according to a now acknowledged 
rule, tended to incLease the means of production, and to diminish 
profits, as well as to hasten the destruction of many old mills and much 
old machinery. 
So far the investigation has shown that, in spite of great changes, 
which have brought about important local and individual suffering, the 
cotton industry of this country has not ceased to grow. The adverse 
conditions which have undoubtedly attended its course during the past 
ten or fifteen years, and the reasons for anticipating its permanence, 
and its future progress, will be set forth in the second portion of this 
article. 
ELIJAH HELM 
THE VILLA AND THE MANOR.' 
I WAS moved by Professor Ashley's essay on ' The English Manor' 
to say to him that, as I believe, the word villa has survived in this 
island from Roman times, and that it is obscurely imbedded in some 
of our place-names. He desired mie to give some evidence of this-and 
hence the present note. 
That the word villa is latent in soine of our names was long ago 
suggested by Mr. Coote in his book, The Romans of Britain, p. 40 note. 
The observation arrested my attention and I have more or less kept it 
in view as a matter to observe upon, and I can only say that the 
probability of Coote's observation has seemed to grow on me. But 
when I seek to produce proof that may convince others, I find it not 
easy, in consequence of the assimilation of the word to the form of 
well, a fountain or stream of running water. 
In my Land Charters, p. 130, I have taken Wilburgewella (Cod. 
Dip. 282) to signify Wilburh's villa, although 'wella' is one of the 
I The origin of the Manor forms a question of such vital interest in economic 
history, that even a philological argument bearing on this subject does not seem out 
of place in the Economic Journatl.-EDITOR. 
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forms for a fountain, and such may be its meaning here, but I do not 
think it is so. 
In Cod. Dip. 274, the perambulation contains 'on burhwellan; of 
burhwellan.' What is bmtrhwella ? Is it a borough well, or is it the 
villa of a fortified place ? I incline to the latter. 
It is stated in Shropshire Folk-!Lore, p. 633, that Frankwell (Salop) 
was formerly written Frankevilla and Frauncheville; but this fact is 
not likely to be old enough for our present purpose, and it can only be 
used as an instance of the liability of villa to change into -wvell. In 
short, it will hardly be possible for me to justify my contention by 
appeal to the direct evidence of simple and plain examples. I must 
therefore resort to argument of a more circuitous and constructive 
nature. 
There are three vernacular equivalents of villa; viz., harm, haga, 
and tin, which in the modern names appear mostly as hagn, hay, and 
ton. Of these the standard and most literary word is ham, just as 
also in German heim is the chief equivalent of villa. Of the other two 
words haga indicates a more considerable estate than hadm, and tAn one 
that is more ordinary. 
But while the German nomenclature uses heim as the most constant 
vernacular for villa, yet there are a certain number of instances in 
which the Latin word has been retained in the forms -wyl, -webl, or 
-weiler (villare), as Mr. Seebohm observes in The English Village Com- 
munity (ed. 4, p. 257). If a like survival exists in English names, it 
has to be disentangled (so far as suffixes are concerned) from forms 
like -wella, -wel, -wyy, the medieval -welle, and modern -well, which 
have nothing in outward form to differentiate them from the sense of 
fountain or stream of running water. 
When any difficulty occurs in reading documents, our first resort is 
to a consideration of the context. Local names are documents, which 
are almost without context, but not entirely so. A large proportion of 
them are compound words, and a compound is not absolutely devoid 
of context, for the prefix affords context to the suffix, and vice versa. 
We may, then, examine whether the prefixes to names in -well may 
seem to justify us in detaching certain members from the general 
group. Some of the prefixes have a manifest congruity with a 
fountain or stream of water. Such are those which indicate trees, 
plants, birds, beasts:-Acwyl (oak), aesewyl (ash), brydwyl (bird), 
caerswyl (watercress), ellewyl (elder), gatewyl (goat), haeselwyl 
(hazel), hanewyl (black-cock), haranwyl (hare), heafocwyl (hawk), 
heortwyl (hart), horswyl (horse), &c., and with these we may join 
one that is very common in perambulations, and undoubtedly indicates 
water, namely, maerwyl, boundary stream. 
Adjectives which support the sense of water, such as clear, foul, 
cold, bright, dark: Beorhtanwyl (bright), blacwyl (black), caldanwyl 
(cold), fulewyl (foul), scirwyl (clear), &c. There is one, viz. hwitanwyl 
(white), which would seem more germane to villa than to water. 
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But there are also prefixes which have no such a manifest affinity 
with water, as where they convey the idea of grandeur or of spacious 
relations like the points of the compass, as Sidwell (Devon), Eastwell 
(Kent and Oxford), Southwell (Notts), Bradwell (Essex). In the first 
of these I take the prefix to be that old poetic and long obsolete ad- 
jective sid wide, extensive, and the sense of Sidwell I apprehend to 
be identical with that of Sidanham (Wilts), which in its modern form 
Sydenham (numerous) and that the name in -well expresses the sarme 
idea as that in -ham, namely, spacious villa or manor. Further illustra- 
tion of this prefix is afforded by Sidnall (Salop), which in documents 
quoted by Eaton (Shropshire, iii., 345) is spelt Sidenal and Sydenhall, 
t.e., spacious hall. 
Sidwell is now known as St. Sidwell's, by Exeter, and the title is 
supported by the fictitious name of a saint, Sancta Sativola, about 
whom see Freeman's Exeter. It is plain that St. Sidwell's was a place 
of mark in early times, but I am not aware that it was charac- 
terized by water. The name Sativola does not suggest water. We 
shall not be straying from the beaten path of history if we suppose 
that an important villa or manor gave rise to a church, and the church 
to the title, and the title to the legend and Latin name of a saint. 
In Essex, towards the extremity of the promontory which formis 
the southern lip of the Blackwater, occurs Bradwell, in which the pre- 
fix is brad, broad. This name has signs of ancient importance; it is 
used to characterize places around, as Bradwell Hall, Bradwell Lodge, 
Bradwell Marsh, Bradwell Quay. In Camden's Map of Essex the 
only other name on this promontory is St. Peter's-on-the-Wall, which 
-he identified with the Roman Othona and the Ythancaestir of Beda, iii., 
23. This identification was adopted by Petrie in the Mon. Hist. Brit., 
and it is included in the Map of the Ordnance Survey. That this 
name, which is near abundant traces of Roman habitation, contains 
villa in its second pa]rt, is more than I can affirm; but I wish to sug- 
gest the possibility to local inquirers, and generally to all who 
interest themselves in traces of the Roman occupation. 
I will add a few examiiples of another kind; those, namely, in which 
villa may possibly be present as a prefix or as a self-name. 
In the Index of Domesday we find a manor called Wella in Essex 
and another in Norfolk, also Wela in Yorkshire. I think it most 
probable that these names represent the Roman ' Villa.' 
The name Wilton is found in many counties, but the best known 
is in Wiltshire. The name of that county is derived from the town- 
name, for ' Wiltshire' is Wiltunscir. I apprehend that Wilton is a 
tautological compound, in which the second part repeats the sense of 
the first, which is Villa. 
A kindred name is Wellington, of which there are many examples. 
This name I restore as Wellingatiun, i.e., the town of the villa-folk. 
In Cod. Dip., p. 462, there is a Welinga-ham, and in Lincolnshire 
omesday is a Welingeham. In the Domesday of Worcestershire there 
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is a place which is written Wellingewic, and Welingewiche. If no other 
reasonable explanation is offered of these names, this circumstance 
should win some consideration for my interpretation of them. 
J. EARLE 
A FIXED VALUE OF BULLION STANDARD. 
TO THE EDITOR OF THE Economic Journal. 
SIR,-I ask a minimum of space to consider a few of Mr. 
Giffen's criticisms on my currency proposal, beginning with the four 
he takes from Mr. Bagehot. 
First.-I quite admit that our present currency is excellent for 
the trade in foreign bills and money, and that the value system would 
lose us much of this. As to foreign trade in general, I tried to show 
how the foreigner might at a small cost becomne ' precisely sure how 
much he would get' of a ' medium which he can use for payment in 
his own country.' I did not emphasise enough the advantages to 
foreign trade, the increased steadiness of demand for foreign goods 
and of the fixed burdens of our manufacturers. 
Second.-I agree that the Tabular system would impede banking, 
but under the value system, bankers and the public would deal only 
with exact pounds, shillings, and pence as now. Only traders in 
bullion (including foreign money) need consider changes of mint- 
weight. 
Third. -I never doubted there were great difficulties about making 
a Tabular Statement and index number, but I had only space for 
matters not already dealt with by others. However, I find Professor 
Marshall,' after considering all difficulties, declares that in their ' simplest 
and most workable form' they give a ' ten-fold better standard of 
value' than our present. Mr. Giffen himself admits that an index 
number might be framed to regulate deferred annuities. 
Fourth.-Payments would be made in pounds representing the 
standard, a fixed value of gold, and readily convertible into it. The 
list of commodities and the statistics would not be the standard any 
more than the scales are under our present system. We are accus- 
tomed to the idea of a fixed weight of bullion, why not a fixed value? 
I now pass to Mr. Giffen's independent criticisms. 
(a) I never supposed it necessary to impress upon the readers of 
the ECONOMIC JOURNAL the grave effects upon credit possible from 
currency changes. For the same reason 'I did not dwell upon the 
defects of our present standard and the gigantic evils accompanying 
fluctuations of trade. 
(b) By buying and selling consols an issuing institution could with- 
draw notes or circulate additional ones, thus reducing or increasing 
the amount of money available for discounting, &c., just as now happens 
1 Contemporary Review, March, 1887, p. 372. 
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